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ABOUT THIS PORTFOLIO

THIS PORTFOLIO IS A COMPILED OF MY PROJECTS AND ARTWORK THAT I COMPLETED IN 2008 AND 2009. THEY ARE PRESENTED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER AND REPRESENT A WIDE RANGE OF DEMONSTRATED SKILLS (INCLUDING HAND RENDERING AND DRAFTING, MODEL BUILDING, ATTENTION TO DETAIL, COMPUTER RENDERING AND DRAFTING, GRAPHIC DESIGNING, ETC). I HAVE ALSO TRIED TO CREATE A STRONG SENSE OF PROCESS IN EACH PROJECT. THE DESIGN OF THE PORTFOLIO ITSELF IS BASED ON MY PERSONAL TASTE IN STRUCTURE MEETS NATURE.
PROJECT OUTLINE

The goal of this project was to learn how to take a simple three-dimensional object, and construct plan oblique drawings of that object. We began by creating a form out of five Duplo pieces of our choice. From there, we constructed plan oblique drawings and rendered shade and shadow free hand. We were required to use two different media and shading techniques for the renderings.

The first rendering was done with a range of grey pencils and an ebony pencil. I used a blending stick to create smooth and consistent tones.
THE SECOND RENDERING WAS DONE WITH A RANGE OF BLACK PENS. I USED A CROSS HATCHING TECHNIQUE TO RENDER SHADE AND SHADOW.

ORIGINAL DUPLO FORM
PROJECT OUTLINE

The Texture Project began with creating a 6"x6" collage using five materials of our choice. We were required to design our collage so that a common theme unified the different materials. The materials that I chose were wood chips, cardboard, a napkin, corrugated aluminum, and some screen. I chose these materials because each one of them had a distinct texture. Once I had my materials decided, I organized them with the theme of man vs. nature made.

IMMEDIATE RIGHT: Final composition of Texture Collage.
The second stage of the project required us to recreate the textural quality of our materials in a hand drawn composition of our collage.

(Immediate right) Final hand drawn composition. The media was a variety of grey pencils. No blending stick was used.
(Far right) Hand drawn material samples.
THE FORM PROJECT BEGAN WITH DESIGNING TWO, 3-DIMENSIONAL FORMS. THEY WERE DESIGNED AROUND CONCEPTS LIKE SOLID AND VOID, HIERARCHY, MOVEMENT, AND BALANCE. WE CREATED BOTH AN ASYMMETRICAL AND A SYMMETRICAL DESIGN. ONCE WE WERE DONE WITH THE FORMS, WE BEGAN THE NEXT PHASE OF THE PROJECT.
The goal of the second phase was to create high-quality, hand-drawn images. The drawings were required to accurately represent the 3-dimensional qualities of the forms we created. They also needed to have smooth tones and gradations without the use of a blending stick.
SPATIAL SEQUENCE

PROJECT OUTLINE

THE GOAL OF THIS PROJECT WAS TO CREATE A SEQUENCE OF THREE SPACES THAT REACT TO DIFFERENT SEASONAL REQUIREMENTS WHILE USING A KIT OF PARTS. THROUGH THE USE OF LIGHT AND FORM, I CREATED AN INTERESTING SPACE THAT RELATES TO NATURE AND PROVIDES AN ESCAPE FROM EVERYDAY LIFE.
"I WENT TO THE WOODS BECAUSE I WANTED TO LIVE DELIBERATELY, I WANTED TO LIVE DEEP AND SUCK OUT ALL THE MARROW OF LIFE...."
- THOREAU

(left) perspective in to spring space.
(right) perspective of transition space between the fall and summer spaces.

PARTI DIAGRAM SHOWING ORGANIZATION OF SPACES, CIRCULATION THROUGH THE SITE, SEASONAL WIND DIRECTIONS, AND VIEWS FROM SPACES.
INSPIRATIONS COLLAGE

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

PROJECT OUTLINE

This project began with taking photographs and sketches of architecture that inspired us in downtown Chicago. We were required to find examples that demonstrated various architectural terms such as structure, solid and void, and form. We then began to create 3-D collages that were based off of the photographs, sketches, and architectural terms that inspired us the most. The collage that I created focused on structure, movement, rhythm, and form. With these concepts as my foundation, I created an interesting sculptural object comprised of my favorite photographs and sketches.
**PROJECT OUTLINE**

The Chicago Pavilion project began with a site visit to Chicago. We were given the option between three different sites along Monroe Street and had to analyze the site's views, wind directions, sun angles, dimensions, etc. The site I ended up choosing was the site that lined up with the axis of the daily bicentennial plaza. I was drawn to the views towards the lake and art museum, as well as the opportunity to create a grand entrance to the park by playing off of the axis.

The basic program requirements for the pavilion were a visitor center, a multipurpose center consisting of a conference room and art gallery, a cafe, and a performance area.

**CONCEPT STATEMENT**

Music is what gives Chicago life. It brings people together and unifies them. I will use a musical atmosphere to unify my spaces and drive people in to the park.

The main focus of my site is around the performance area. I used my circulation to create emphasis on the stage while beckoning visitors to enter the plaza. There are multiple reflecting ponds that play music from speakers creating a consistent atmosphere of music around my site. I have also placed multiple courtyard spaces throughout the site with views to the performance area. My other buildings were designed to appear like they are sliding down my paths and sinking in to the performance "pit".
CHICAGO PAVILION

(TOP) CIRCULATION. (BOTTOM) CONCEPT.

INTERIOR VIEW TOWARDS THE CONFERENCE ROOM.

MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS

PARTI

THE OPPOSING CURVES REPRESENT
THE FUNNEL CREATED BY MY MAIN
CIRCULATION. THEY FOCUS YOUR
EYES ON THE DOT WHICH
REPRESENTS THE MUSIC.
CONCEPT STATEMENT

MUSIC IS WHAT GIVES CHICAGO LIFE. IT BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER AND UNIFIES THEM. I WILL USE A MUSICAL ATMOSPHERE TO UNIFY MY SPACES AND DRIVE PEOPLE IN TO THE PARK.
The photographs and sketches above are of inspirational scenes that encountered in Chicago.